Dynamic Systems Do you need truly dynamic
systems? Even when you cannot define the
degree of dynamic to be passed on to the user,
there’s now a robust way to develop your
system! The RISE is the obvious choice in how
to get there. Let the user redefine the system
within the system! You decide; you’re in
control; they can let the system evolve with
the business. Read more in the Dynamic
System Development on the RISE™ Brochure.

Spending your time maintaining
the results of earlier projects, just
because nobody else knows how
to? Does profit from your skills and
knowledge get eaten up by
demands you cannot ignore or
charge for? Did you know there’s a
brochure on how Quality
Consulting on the RISE™ lets you
turn your project track record into
an asset for you and others?
Software Developer Want to know how you
can develop in a faster and better way? Does
building more robust applications with fewer
resources, still finishing before time sound
utopian to you? Now RISE lets you do just that!
Using the RISE Software Suite empowers you
to develop not only the data layer of your
software but even the application layer,
through a powerful ERD-interface. And not
only that: it allows you to update and maintain
your systems in use. Read more in the
Software Development on the RISE™ brochure.
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RISE for
Business
Decision Makers

Surely, you already know your business
intelligence should guide your technology
decisions instead of the other way
around. Do you also know that there are
now tools that empower you to take that
active part in the designing and managing
of your business applications? If you
know the business, why not transform it
into more efficient, cheaper, and more
robust business support solutions?

A unique feature of RISE is the possibility
to not only create a data model based
application but, and at least as
importantly, to maintain and update the
solution as the business evolves and its
conditions change. Simply, keep your
business systems solutions around the
globe, up to date, every day without
delay!

Even without programming skills you can
now design the whole information model
needed for your business application.
Draw the diagram and let RISE generate or
update your database. It is even possible
to get the application layer functions
generated straight out of your model
drawing interface!





Making - RISE software can help you
cut costs and make money by letting
you aim resources at your business’
real needs instead of huge
ineffective development projects
and time consuming systems
management.
Trusting - using RISE software gives
you the robustness you need to
trust the IT solutions your business
depends so heavily upon.
Saving - RISE software can help you
save time implementing your
solution faster by letting your
business intelligence truly drive the
process.

The RISE Software Suite™ is an extremely
powerful, yet easy-to-use set of tools
enabling you as a business decision maker to
transform your business intelligence into
information model based databases,
application layers and more.

Make your business Bloome!
Instead of spending time and resources on
translating business needs into technical
terms to get your applications coded more
or less from scratch, you provide the
information and the RISE Engine generates
the results. Standardized error free code
in the whole core solution gives you not
only a quick and economical
implementation but also renders a
significantly more robust end result.



Schematic presentation of the RISE
architecture.
Using RISE lets you advance from
inefficient, costly IT solutions to the agility
and robustness you should expect from
your IT. The right tools empower your
people to use the information to create
the applications your company needs.
Optimize your IT systems to reach your
business goals!

www.risetobloome.com
To learn more about the RISE Software
Suite, please check out our other
brochures and white papers. You can
always find them and the latest news
about Rise and other products from RISE
to Bloome Software at our web site.

